A

Carbo & Pac

Difference between two measures

Average of two measures

B

Carbo & Caelyx

Difference between two measures

Average of two measures
E

Carbo & Topo

Average of two measures

Difference between two measures

+1.96 SD 0.24
Mean 0.06
-1.96 SD -0.11

F

Carbo & Doce

Average of two measures

Difference between two measures

+1.96 SD 0.35
Mean 0.12
-1.96 SD -0.10
G

Carbo & Gem

H

5FU & SN38
5FU & Oxali

Difference between two measures

Average of two measures

Mean

Mean ± 1.96 SD

Mean ± 0.48 SD

Mean ± 0.53 SD